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Research
What are the effects of the Caregiver Cash
Benefit product on women’s lives?

Examples of Specific Research Questions:

1. Are women who access and use the Caregiver product more
likely to make loan payments on time to MFW?

2. Are women who access and use the Caregiver product more
likely to use the product for health-related expenses?
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Empowerment Framework
Women’s World Banking
analyzes outcomes for
women along Martha Chen’s
four dimensions of
empowerment.

Empowerment is defined as
the process by which women
take control and ownership of
their lives through expansion
of their choices (Kabeer).

MATERIAL CHANGE
• Income
• Resources
• Basic needs
• Earning capacity

RELATIONAL
CHANGE:
• Decision-making
• Bargaining
power
• Participation
• Self-reliance
• Organizational
strength

COGNITIVE CHANGE
• Knowledge
• Skills
• Awareness

PERCEPTUAL CHANGE:
• Self-esteem
• Self-confidence
• Vision of future
• Visibility and respect
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Research Questions & Hypothesis
Women who have accessed/used the
Caregiver claims are hypothesized to:
•
•
•
•
•

make MFW loan payments on time
avoid additional debt
maintain current consumption levels
use the product for health related expenses
have more loyalty and positive satisfaction (seen through client
retention)

Cognitive Change

•

have greater financial literacy and skills

Perceptual Change

•
•

have enhanced perception of themselves
contribute to the vision of her business or her family

Relational Change

•

make decisions for herself and her family

Material Change
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Methodology
Quantitative Analysis (Aug – Dec 2015)

Qualitative Research (Dec 2015)

Archival analysis of over 255,000 clients and profile
of client demographics

Exploratory focus groups and interviews

Analyze trends in loans and claims behavior

Understand decision-making patterns and trends about
loans, claims & financial decisions

2008-2015 loan and Caregiver claim data
• 255,769 unique clients who had a loan at least
once
• 317,867 loans disbursed
• 620,448 unique loan-client combinations (with
group loans are divided among individual clients)
• Over 25,000 claims
• 154 million daily client PAR records from January
2010 - June 2015

78 participants
• 9 focus groups
• 6 interviews
• Amman branches
• Married women, ages 20-60

•
•
•

Gender*: 96% women
Marital status*: 80% married
Loan Type*: 86% of clients have group loans (100% of whom are women)
* The strength of our qualitative sample is that it matched the quantitative trends, so we’re able to generalize.
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Empowerment Framework: Findings
MATERIAL CHANGE
• Repay MFW loans
• Avoid additional debt
• Pay for food and
transportation costs
• Purchase medicine

FINDINGS:
Research found results in each of
the four dimensions of the
empowerment framework. An
overview of these results are listed
in the figure on the right.

FUNDAMENTAL PREMISE:
Caregiver product is intrinsically
linked to the credit and life insurance
products (as well as other MFW
services) and therefore some
outcomes are influenced by a
combination of products and not
Caregiver alone

RELATIONAL
CHANGE:
• Increased
perception of
decision-making
within her
household

COGNITIVE CHANGE
• Understand
insurance concept
• Calculate related
costs of loan
renewal

PERCEPTUAL CHANGE:
• Strong sense of selfconfidence
• Vision of her future
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Client Outcomes

Material Change: Debt
Hypothesis: SUPPORTED
Women who have utilized the Caregiver
product will make MFW loan payments on
time and avoid additional debt. This effect is
short-term.
Findings are also supported in qualitative
research

•
•

FINDINGS:
The drop in PAR30 is higher for birth
claims
Clients are using their Caregiver cash
benefit to pay back loans once check is
received

Client receives
Caregiver check
Days since client receives check

n=25,000
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Material Change: Debt
Hypothesis: Qualitative Explanation is Consistent
Women who have utilized the Caregiver product will make MFW loan payments on time and avoid
additional debt
Caregiver claim benefits allow women to repay MFW loans as a result of hospitalization
§ “Used the 90 JD to make the payment for MFW.” -FG3.IL.Y.LC1.claims
§ “My operation was 120 JD…I got about 70 JD…MFW called because I was late paying fees and I could
collect hospital benefit. I used the money to pay for MFW loan.” -FG1.GL.Y.LC1.claim
Caregiver claim benefits allowed women to avoid additional debt
Question: What did you use the Caregiver payout for?
§ “Sometimes I pay for loan, sometimes I pay back what I borrowed. This last time (March) – I paid back loan
from people I borrowed from.” -FG7.GL.Y.LC5.claims
§ “Pay back the money my husband borrowed. Paid back his mother and sister.” -FG8.GL.O.LC5.claims
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Material Change: Consumption
Hypothesis: Qualitative Explanation is Consistent
Women who have utilized the Caregiver product will maintain consumption level.

The Caregiver claim was useful to pay for food for some women and their families, as well as
transportation costs while she was hospitalized.*
Question: What did you use the payout for?
§ “Used for transportation.” -FG9.IL.All.LC5.claims
§ “One claim was for 65 JD. One claim was for 45 JD. Money used for transportation. Money was helpful. If I
didn’t get money – would have borrowed money (took out loan).” -FG3.IL.Y.LC1.claims
§ “I have military insurance but didn’t have money when I was hospitalized, there was nobody to cook so I
needed to buy readymade food for kids and transportation. Food for me too.” -FG3.IL.Y.LC1.claims

* This analysis was not available through archival analysis, but the outcome was revealed in several focus groups. It was effective for these participants,
but not a widespread practice.
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Material Change: Health-Related Expenses
Hypothesis: Qualitative Explanation is Consistent
Women who have utilized the Caregiver product will use the product for health-related expenses.

Some women used the Caregiver claims benefits to purchase medicine or comply with medical dietary
requirements.
§ “I needed to follow a certain diet, so I used the money to buy the food the doctor told me.” II.GL.LC5.claims
§ “I would not have been able to pay. Would have gone without medicine. Very important to get that
medicine, need to buy from outside (of hospital) which is expensive.” FG5.GL.O.LC5.claims
§ “Like the hospital, we don’t have the money for medicine. So, with payment, we have the money and it
makes it easier.” FG7.GL.Y.LC5.claims

* This analysis was not available through archival analysis, but the outcome was revealed in several focus groups. It was effective for these participants,
but not a widespread practice.
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Cognitive Change: Knowledge & Awareness
Hypothesis: Qualitative Explanation is Consistent
Women who have accessed the Caregiver product will have greater financial literacy and skills.
Some women understand insurance concept, and product terms and conditions.
§ “I pay 1JD a month, but my neighbor might need it. My neighbor might need the benefit.”
FG9.IL.ALL.LC5.claims
Several women understand calculations related to cost of loan renewal and cost of Caregiver.
§ “When I enter hospital,1 JD is not much, it’s symbolic, it’s worth it… 12 JD a year. If you’re in the hospital 5
or 6 days. Its’ worth it.” FG5.GL.O.LC5.claims
§ “First, the interest is high, plus payments are high, so why take Riaya and payments just to have Riaya,
which I might not need.” FG9.IL.ALL.LC5.claims
§ “I thought it was important to have health insurance. But will pay 200-300 JD (for interest rate). If I will be
there one night, pay 200JD and only get 15 JD (in claim benefit).” FG3.IL.Y.LC1.claims
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Relational Change: Knowledge & Awareness
Hypothesis: Qualitative Explanation is Consistent
Women who have accessed Caregiver will make decisions for herself and her family.

Majority of women with income-generating activities who have accessed credit and Caregiver have an
increased perception of her decision-making within their household.
§ “When a woman has money, she’s strong in everything. If you have an opinion and your husband has an
opinion, you can talk to him. ‘Money is strength’.” -FG9.IL.ALL.LC5
§ “…Now that I have money, I can say no. I feel like a woman.” -FG6.IL.all.LC5.noclaims
§ “I never used to buy clothes for myself. Now, I buy whatever I want… I never used to buy anything.”
-FG6.IL.all.LC5.noclaims

§ “My personality has changed from when I wasn’t working to after working.” How? “When I bring things or
contribute with an idea or something, I can control things around me” -FG9.IL.All.LC5.claims

Change in decision-making as a result of
income-generating activity

Decreased

Same

Increased

2

10

17
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Perceptual Change: Self-esteem & Vision
Hypothesis: Qualitative Explanation is Consistent
Women who have utilized Caregiver will have an enhanced perception of themselves.
A majority of women with income-generating activities who have accessed credit and Caregiver have a
strong sense of self-confidence as well as vision of their future
§ “When you have money, you can use your own money and not depend on husband. I can go to hospital for
treatment. Not wait for his money.” -FG6.IL.ll.LC5.noclaims
§ “The woman who is not working, her condition is different than woman who is working. Each person has
different personality. My personality has changed from when I wasn’t working to after working.” FG9.IL.ALL.LC5.claims

Question: Do you feel different now that you make your own money?
§ “Yes. I’m doing something for myself and if I need money, I take it out of my savings and buy what I need to.
My financial status has changed.
I plan to keep working.
I plan to improve my business.
I will open a store.”
-IL5.GL.LC1.claims
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Appendix
Definitions:
The definition of Outcome: The benefits that a project or intervention is designed to deliver. As
defined by Department for International Development (DFID).
References:
Chen, M., & Mamud, S. (1995). Assessing Change in Women’s Lives: A Conceptual Framework.
BRACICDDR, B Joint Research Project, Working Paper # 2. Dhaka: BRAC.
Kabeer, N. (1999). Resources, Agency, Achievements: Reflections on the Measurement of
Women’s Empowerment. Development and Change, 30, 435-464.
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Client
Client Demographics

Demograph
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Income-generating activity
Income-Generating Activity
Approximately 64% of focus group participants
generate income (mostly home-based)
• Home-based businesses range from
sporadic sales of goods to full-time
ongoing businesses with steady earning.

33%

56%

Approximately 8% of the participants
have full-time employment.
• Working outside the home may
have implications in her decision
making role

1%
1%
3%
5%

Her exclusive home-based business
Full-time employment
Full-time employment plus sells goods at work
Service business outside the home (photographer)
Home-based business with husband
No income generating activity
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Medical Insurance
Medical Insurance
Insurance: Women who have public
or private medical insurance place
higher value on Caregiver: Women
perceive the product as an added
benefit

34%

No Insurance: Women without
medical insurance place lower
value on Caregiver: Women focus
on the “gap” between medical bills
and Caregiver payout

66%

No

Yes, from employer private or government
employment or military

* This analysis was not available through archival analysis, but the perception was revealed in several focus groups. It was effective for these
participants, but not a widespread opinion.
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